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Lesson 1A Extra Practice
Fill the gaps: recently Mediterranean wedding Pyramids ride honeymoon States relatives
They have seen the Pyramids, a camel and Barcelona. They will see New York and Las Vegas.
opportunity
again
1. somewhere
6. some

to apply for
gifts

planning
in-laws

2. anything
7. something

month
to get to know

3. anywhere
8. Someone

suitable
to look forward to

4. anyone
9. something

to start
to help

5. anywhere
10. anything

? ?? ?
Lesson 1B Extra Practice
1. Idaho

2. Colorado

economy
Mississippi / river
tornadoes
recent / islands
populated
purchased
commonly

3. South Dakota 4. Iowa 5. Arkansas 6. Indiana 7. Alabama 8. Pennsylvania
tornado
located
known as
to reach
to join
island
to purchase

1. Washington
2. New Mexico
6. South Carolina 7. Oregon

3. Arizona
8. Three

Her full name is Liberty Enlightening the World.
She was designed by Frédéric Bartholdi.
She is on Liberty Island, Manhattan, U.S.
She is in the U.S. because she was a gift from the French.
She was built in 1886.

4. Four			
9. Pennsylvania/Vermont

? ?? ?

5. Ohio
10. south-east

Lesson 2A Extra Practice
to prepare (oneself)
travel agency
inclluded
breakfast
to pick up
vehicle

The blue butterfly is bigger than the red butterfly.
The smallest butterfly is the green butterfly.
The butterfly in the middle is not as small as the butterfly on the left.
The chair on the left is the biggest.
The chair on the right is the smallest.
The chair in the middle is not as big as the chair on the left.

? ?? ?

Lesson 2B Extra Practice
1. football
6. main street
11. tap
16. elevator
gossip
to review
bags
problems
fridge
brochure
to stay away
1. cold
6. sad
11. after
16. night

2. torch
7. timetable
12. zucchini
17. boot

3. queue
8. rubber
13. fries
18. crisps

4. drugstore
9. subway
14. mobile phone
19. sneakers

5. American football
10. first floor
15. apartment building
20. aubergine

His nickname was ‘The father of the nation’.
He was the first president of the U.S.
His nickname came from his military intelligence and his concern for the people.
He led the Continental Army.
He died in 1799.

2. narrow
7. down
12. light
17. near

3. white
8. late
13. right
18. lose

4. hard
9. light
14. low
19. dirty

5. dry
10. right
15. false
20. quiet

? ?? ?

Lesson 3A Extra Practice
to put one‘s foot in it

no-brainer

to say or do the wrong thing

an easy decision

to have a sweet tooth

to turn a blind eye

to love chocolate and cakes

to ignore something
to get cold feet

to be a pain in the neck

to become

to be very annoying

1. quickly
6. happily
11. far
16. in a friendly way
detailed
patient
to remember
one at a time
beside
to put one‘s foot in it

uncertain about a decision

to play it by ear

to have one‘s nose to

to react spontaneously to

the grindstone

a situation

to be working hard

2. easily
7. dangerously
12. hungrily
17. strongly

3. smoothly
8. well
13. cheaply
18. fast

4. angrily
9. heavily
14. hard
19. loudly

5. late
10. slowly
15. expensively
20. in a lovely way
William

Charles
Mary
Sara

Harry

Susann
Rachel

1. He is a careful person. He works (unbelievably) carefully.
2. The music is loud. He is playing the music loudly.
3. She is a deep thinker. She thought deeply about the problem.
4. She is a hard worker. She works hard.
5. He is a slow driver. He drives slowly.
6. They are good learners. They learn well.
7. It is easy to open. It opens easily.
8. He is a fast runner. He runs fast.
9. They are angry. They shouted angrily.
10. She is freindly. She smiled at me in a friendly way.

Mary

Claire

Oscar
John

? ?? ?

Lesson 3B Extra Practice
to fail an exam
to set on fire
to make a mistake
to lend money
to get drunk
to call an ambulance
1. cold
6. sad
11. after
16. night

overdose
drunk
to witness
a mistake
sick
paralyzed
exam

2. narrow
7. down
12. light
17. near

Disney has 11 theme parks, hotels, film studios, music
labels and TV shows.
Disney created Mickey Mouse.
Disney had a talent for drawing cartoon characters.
Disney wanted his visitors to go into a fantasy world.
Disneyland opened in July 1955.
3. white
8. late
13. right
18. lose

4. hard
9. light
14. low
19. dirty

5. dry
10. right
15. false
20. quiet

? ?? ?

Lesson 4A Extra Practice
Adjectives: separate, American, German, nervous, scary, deep, long, friendly, special, unbelievable, big
Adverbs: well, grimly, immediately, carefully
I did. I packed the suitcase.		
No. Nobody has asked me to carry anything.
I have got some coins inmy pockets.
They are in a plastic bag in my suitcase.
Here you are!			
I have come from Stuttgart.

I am here on vacation.
I am staying at the Carlton Hotel / with family.
I am planning to stay 2 weeks.
No, I have been here before.
Thank you!

? ?? ?

passport, suitcase, presents, kilo, jewelry, purpose
necklace: Kate or Rosie; earrings: Kate or Steve; candle: Rosie & Steve; wallet: Steve
1. your, you, yours				
2. It is my car. It belongs to me. It is mine.
3. It is our house. It belongs to us. It is ours.
4. He is their brother. He belongs to them. He is theirs.
5. It is her cat. It belongs to her. It is hers.

6. It is not his bike. It doesn‘t belong to him. It isn‘t his.
7. It is your book. It belongs to you. It is yours.
8. It is his picture. It belongs to him. It is his.
9. It is their party. It is thrown by them. It is theirs.
10. It was her country. It belonged to her. It was hers.

Lesson 4B Extra Practice
Where is the TV?
Why has the passenger got a TV with him?
What did the flight attendant ask?
Who is the passenger talking to?
How did he carry the TV on board?

further
to board
to stow
visa
belt
valid
to empty

He invented the electric light bulb, film cameras
and the electric power station.
His mother taught him.
He filed over 1000 patents.
He used mass production techniques.
He died in 1931.

1. This is where you drop off your luggage so it can be loaded onto the plane.
2. The tower controls the planes. It decides which plane can land or take off.
3. The waiting area is where passengers wait before they can board the plane.
4. Security checks that you have nothing illegal or dangerous with you.
5. The terminal is the building you go to for check-in and boarding. And duty free!
6. Passport control checs that you really are you and that your passport is still valid.
7. The check-in desk is where you check-in for your flight.
8. You use the boarding stairs to board the plane if there is no gangway.
9. Jumbo is the name of a very big plane.
10. The baggage dolly transports the luggage from the terminal to the plane for loading.			

? ?? ?

Lesson 5A Extra Practice
bathroom
bedroom
garden
cellar

attic
kitchen
living room
dining room

family room
laundry room
study
guest room

balcony
nursery
work room
garage

? ?? ?

John‘s parents pick up Anja and John from the airport.
It is a 3 hour drive to John‘s parents‘ house.
The house is enormous.
The house has 17 rooms. (6 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, 1 family room, 1 dining room, 1 living room, 2 garages)
The size is useful when the family comes to visit.
She has a cleaning lady to keep the house clean.
Rosie does what she can. The rest is done by a cleaning company.
Anja‘s mother is the gardener of the family.
Rosie and Steve are thinking about building a Tiny House or traveling with a camper van.
Anja wants a Tiny House.
A Tiny House is a house that is tiny. Some of them have wheels so you can move them around.
Anja wants a Tiny House because there would be hardly any dusting, cleaning or vacuuming.
to pick up
useful
to think about
a while
heaven
dusting, cleaning, vacuuming
1. much
6. many

2. Many
7. much

cleaner
gardener
windiw cleaner
chimney sweep
housewife
handyman
3. much
8. A lot

4. many
9. much

5. much
10. a lot

Lesson 5B Extra Practice
+ cheaper
+/– throw out lots of things
+ less cleaning
– no permanent place
great		terrible		excellent

superb

frightening

dangerous

awesome

alarming

disgusting

outstanding

attractive

painful

brilliant

downsizing

shocking

polite

possessions
advantage
tiny
part
anxiety
attractive
to downsize

? ?? ?

She was an actress.
She was discovered by producers in Hollywood.
She probably died of suicide.
She had depression and anxiety. She also struggled with drug abuse.
She was born in 1926.

1. I would like the red one.
2. Could you give / pass me the butter, please?
3. That dress doesn’t suit your figure.
4. Excuse me. There is a problem with this dish. It is too salty.
5. Could you please go faster?
6. I’m afraid there has been a mistake.
7. I don’t agree with your idea.
8. I’m not too fond of this film.
9. Could you slow down, please?
10. I need the information as soon as possible.

Lesson 6A Extra Practice
toss the salad		
peel the veg		
cut the vegetables
boil the potatoes		
1. up
6. off

roast the turkey		
stir the sauce		
bake the pie		
mash the potatoes
2. off
7. with

3. for
8. of

cool the wine
baste the meat
pre-heat the oven			
eat the meal
4. to
9. up

5. off
10. out

? ?? ?

Lesson 6B Extra Practice
Monday, Americans, Decoration, Civil, graves, unofficial
public, September, workers, Oregon, state, end
1. too salty
6. melted

2. burnt
7. spilt

3. dropped
8. too spicy

4. dog hair
9. too sweet

5. dry
10. didn‘t rise

Oprah Winfrey is a talk show host. She was abused by her uncle, cousin and family friend. Her show became
popular because it presented topics other programmes avoided. She started working for a small radio broadcaster.
She was born in 1954.
1. in
6. up

2. in
7. up

3. of
8. over

4. on
9. after

5. for
10. into

Lesson 7A Extra Practice

buttered
homemade
handcrafted
noodles
ice-cream
beer
			
			
modern technology, strict rules
1. Could
6. couldn‘t

2. can‘t
7. may

3. May
8. Can

world-famous
buckets
fried
chicken
4. can
9. may

farmland
tour
simple
lives

horse-drawn
carriage

5. Could
10. could

? ?? ?
Lesson 7B Extra Practice
All members of the family work in the fields without any modern farming technology. F
Anyone can join the Amish. F
Modern things such as cars and electricity are not allowed. F
Visitors can have a meal with fresh farm vegetables with an Amish family. F
through, through, through, put, hold, picking, back, up, back, through, up, off

? ?? ?

A meadow is a place for your cows where they can eat the grass.
A fence stops your animals from running away and escaping.
A barn is a place to store your tractor, keep your animals, or store animal food like hay.
Andy Warhol was an artist. He was taught by his parents at home. He made pop art b yrepeating the same image
over and over again. He created famous pieces of Campbell‘s soup cans and Coca-Cola bottles. He was born in
1928.
1. went, gone
6. ran, run
11. declared, declared
16. caught, caught

2. applied, applied
7. was/were, been
12. cut, cut
17. joined, joined

3. shed, shed
8. visited, visited
13. showed, shown
18. forgot, forgotten

4. threw, thrown
9. bought, bought
14. enjoyed, enjoyed
19. happened, happened

5. changed, changed
10. stopped, stopped
15. held, held
20. drew, drawn

Lesson 8A Extra Practice

IT expert

search and rescue

deep sea diver

athlete

quality control

? ?? ?
biologist

florist

1. You‘re not right. You‘re wrong.
2. That‘s a lie! It‘s not true.
3. The train left the station on time.
4. My watch is broken. I need a new one.
5. I don‘t read thrillers.		
6. She bought me an amazing present.
7. I am very close to finishing.
8. I take my dogs for a walk in the park.
9. I drank too many beers in the bar.
10. I live in a small village near a big city.

stuntman

zookeeper

In the U.S. people drive on the right.
My cats lie on my bed all day.
I train once a week with my team.
Can we watch the film on TV tonight?
I read two books on vacation last year.
The present is used for actions happening now.
Please can you close the door?
Where did you park the car?
I need a bar of soap and some toothpaste.
I enjoy live music better than CDs.

Lesson 8B Extra Practice

heart

eye

mouth

lungs

tongue

ear

ankle

everywhere!

bones

brain

teeth

nose

stomach

elbow

feet

forehead

throat

Keep calm. Call the ambulance. Explain the situation. Follow the instructions. Wait for the ambulance. Do not hang
up. Keep the patient warm, comfortable and out of danger. Use your first aid skills if possible.
Neil Armstrong went to the moon. Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins were with him. He was on the moon for two
and a half hours. He said, “That’s one small step for man, one gaint leap for mankind.” He was there in July 1969.
1. hands
6. nose

2. nose
7. nails

3. tongue
8. thumbs

4. hair
9. legs

5. eye
10. face

? ?? ?

Lesson 9A Extra Practice

binoculars

lamp

sleeping bag

map

matches, lighter

tent

torch

coffee can, cup cutlery, tin opener

water bottles

rucksack

She is jumping over the river.
He is cycling along the river.

stove

He is walking over the road.
The fish is jumping out of the glass.

1. The bird flew over the tree.
2. He jumped into the pool.
3. He fell off the ladder and hurt himself.
4. The cat jumped onto the table.
5. We walked through the town.

The cat is climbing out of the window.

6. He walked along the coast.
7. He walked past me without seeing me.
8. He ran away from the barking dog.
9. He fell out of the tree.
10. He looked down and saw his dirty shoes.

? ?? ?

Lesson 9B Extra Practice
He traveled to India. He was adopted by Paul and Clara Jobs. His parents helped him by paying for his education.
In India he experienced Buddhism. He founded Apple in 1976.
1. went / didn‘t buy
6. weren‘t

2. was / wanted
7. bought

3. didn‘t tell
8. were / ate

4. watched / was
9. didn‘t expect

5. Did Tom stay
10. did you hurt

? ?? ?

Lesson 10A Extra Practice
The sun neutralizes bad dreams. F
The Native Indians were forced to give up their lands. F
The Native Indians have got some of their lands back. F
Tribes and settlers often fought each other. F
1. The picture was taken by my friend last summer.
2. The dog was attacked by the cat in the park.
3. The patient was cared for by the doctors and nurses.
4. Patients are cared for by doctors and nurses.
5. Mount Everest was climbed by Norgay and Hillary in 1953.
6. Post and parcels are delivered by postal workers every day.
7. The guests were expected to arrive half an hour ago.
8. Money is made by bankers inthe city every day.
9. The bike was stolen from the back garden by a thief.
10. Fries are made from potato.

? ?? ?

Lesson 10B Extra Practice
care, Honor, Spirit, sacred, nothing, needs, day, truth, retire, Enjoy
Do you recycle old newspapers?
Do you have and use a composter?
Do you sort your rubbish?		
Do you have solar panels?		

Do you switch off electric appliances at night?
Do you donate and recycle old clothes and things?
Do you shower instead of having a bath?
Do you use public transport?

Helen Keller learned 60 different signs by the age of 7. She learned to communicate with the cook‘s daughter. She
helped people by improving their lives. She was the first deaf-blind person to earn a bachelor‘s degree. She
became deaf-blind at 19 months old.
1. You can install solar panels.
2. You can sort your rubbish.
3. You can buy fair trade products and local food.
4. You can use your own shopping bags.
5. You can have showers instead of baths.

6. You can pick up other people‘s litter.
7. You can take public transport.
8. You can switch off lights when you leave a room.
9. You can compost food and plants.
10. You can grow your own fruit and vegetables.

? ?? ?

Lesson 11A Extra Practice
Las Vegas, casino, money, win, lose, excitement, socialize, pass the time, blackjack, roulette, poker, cards, rules,
addicts, ...
1. has eaten
2. have cleaned
3. Has he visited
4. haven‘t met
5. have you been

6. hasn‘t seen
7. We haven‘t worked
8. has he lived
9. has sold
10. have found

? ?? ?

Lesson 11B Extra Practice
1. No pain
2. All that glitters is not
3. You can‘t teach
4. A new broom sweeps
5. A bird in the hand is

d. no gain
e. gold
j. an old dog new tricks
a. clean
h. worth two in the bush

6. Knowledge is
b. power
7. Lies have
c. short legs
8. Still waters run
f. deep
9. Speech is
g. silver, silence is gold
10. People who live in glass houses, should not throw i. stones

Amelia Earhart disappeared over the Pacific Ocean. She supported women who wanted equal rights. She was
famous for being a female pilot. SHe was inspired to fly after visiting an airshow. Nobody knows when she died.
1. Watch
6. didn‘t watch

2. watched
7. see

3. see
8. looking

4. Look
9. Watch

5. see
10. Look! see

? ?? ?

Lesson 12A Extra Practice
1. caught
6. Did he do

2. didn‘t go / had
7. were

1. has never seen 2. grew
6. built / was
7. Have you heard

3. Have you been
8. have you started

4. has already arrived
9. didn‘t listen

5. haven‘t eaten
10. have never been

3. was he / told
8. wasn‘t / was

4. have drawn
9. did you dream

5. haven‘t received
10. have been

? ?? ?

Lesson 12B Extra Practice
Where do they live?
Why can‘t they have snow?
What do they want?
Who wants snow?
How is the snow delivered?

Thank you so much for watering my plants.
You are so helpful. Thank you for showing me.
I appreciate your help. Thanks for pulling me up.

Ernest Hemingway was born in Chicago. Agnes von Kurowsky was his fiancée and a nurse. He based characters on
Agnes because she left him and devastated him. In later years he suffered from paranoia. He won the Nobel Prize
for Literature in 1954.
1. went, gone
6. fell, fallen
11. knew, known
16. watched, watched

2. left, left
7. looked, looked
12. had, had
17. did, done

3. preferred, preferred
8. kept, kept
13. painted, painted
18. fought, fought

4. made, made
9. felt, felt
14. wore, worn
19. saved, saved

5. wanted, wanted
10. grew, grown
15. laid, laid
20. took, taken

? ?? ?

Lesson 13A Extra Practice
advantages: all-inclusive tours, good public transport, great sights, variety of food, ...
disadvantages: exhausting, feet on fire, hurting feet, long day, ...
Anja and John used a plane so they could travel a long distance to New York for some sightseeing.
They walked so they could see the sights.
They took the subway to get back to the hotel.
They took the bus so they could could do a bus tour.
They took a taxi to the bus stop because they were running late.
They went on a boat because a boat tour was included in the tour price.

? ?? ?

1. seafood		
2. lighthouse		
3. dragonfly, dragonfish
4. football		
5. carpet		

6. cowboy, cowbell
7. goldfish
8. teaboy, teacup
9. greenhouse, greenfly
10. armchair

Lesson 13B Extra Practice
The Statue of Liberty.		
8.5 million people. 		
Broadway.
5th Avenue.			Manhattan.			New York.
Magnificent. 			
The cultural capital.		
Freedom.
Salmon bagel is a bagel with salmon and cream cheese.
Hotdogs are sausages in a bread roll.
Macaroni cheese is macaroni pasta in a cheese sauce.
Eggs Benedict are poached eggs with ham and hollandaise sauce.
Marshmallows are soft sweets.
Muffins are small cakes in different flavors.
Peanut butter is a paste made out of peanuts.
Milkshake is a drink made by mixing ice-cream, milk and fruit.

? ?? ?

New York, New York is about a man who wants to go to New York because he thinks he can make it there. He
wants to become famous and successful. He wants to leave his old life behind.
JFK died in Dallas. He was the President of the U.S. He had 8 brothers and sisters. His family was rich, privileged
and politically connected. He had a beautiful wife and two young children. He died in 1963.
1. caught
6. Take

2. caught
7. will take

3. take
8. caught

4. take
9. take

5. caught
10. catch

Lesson 14A Extra Practice

? ?? ?

Ending in -ble

Ending in -ful

No ending

Other

visible

grateful

short

frightening

incredible

successful

rich

determined

admirable

wonderful

poor

intellectual

unbelievable

forgetful

new

sparkling

suitable

unsuccessful

old

impressive

convertible

colorful

top

amazing

available

grateful

tricky

famous

affordable

thoughtful

big

curious

good-looking: He is a good-looking man
brand-new: I have bought a brand-new car
second-hand: I buy second-hand clothes.
first class: I always travel first class.		
left-handed: My brother is left-handed.		

record-breaking: He ran that race in record-breaking time.
part-time: I work part-time at the moment.
fat-free: I don‘t like fat-free yoghurt.
big-hearted: My grandmother is really big-hearted.
forward-thinking: We need more forward-thinking people.

Lesson 14B Extra Practice
1. The house is on a hill above the town.
2. I am sitting next to my best friend.
3. Earth is between Mars and Venus.
4. I can‘t see. Who is that behind me?
5. I sat on my glasses and broke them.

6. The car is in the garage.
7. The car in front of me is very slow.
8. Turn left at the crossroads.
9. The key is under the mat.
10. My sister is sitting opposite me.

Can you repeat that for me, please?
I‘m sorry. What did you say?
Sorry, I did not catch that.
I beg your pardon?		

Pardon?
Could you repeat that, please?
Please say that again.
Would you mind repeating that?

? ?? ?

Sitting Bull was born in South Dakota. He saw American soldiers dropping from the sky. He was a member of the
Sioux tribe. Custer attacked on June 25th, 1876. Custer didn‘t realize the size of Sitting Bull‘s army.
1. on
6. at
11. in
16. in

2. in
7. –
12. in
17. at

3. on
8. in
13. on
18. at

4. at
9. on
14. at
19. in

5. at
10. at
15. –
20. on

Lesson 15A Extra Practice
1. starts
6. are visiting

2. are we meeting
7. doesn‘t leave

1. are you going to do 2. will be
6. Will you help
7. won‘t be

3. does your flight take off
8. opens
3. are you taking
8. isn‘t going to come

4. am seeing
5. does the program finish
9. are you having 10. am not going
4. will help
9. are you going to say

5. are going to have
10. am going to eat

? ?? ?

What can you remember?
Uncle William is John‘s favorite uncle. He works as a judge.
Anja threw away ham became she wasn‘t allowed to take it into the U.S.
Anja and John met Paul in New York by coincidence.
Kate is getting married in spring.
Anja books a convertible rental car.
John dreamt that he was wearing a wig and had arrived in America with Christopher Columbus.
Anja‘s wises for a Tiny House are impossible.
Anja helps by basting the turkey with white wine.
John eats four meals and one dessert.
Rosie has prepared the Thanksgiving meal for the last 30 years.
1. Neil Armstrong
2. Thomas Alva Edison
3. Amelia Earhart
4. Andy Warhol
5. Helen Keller

6. JFK
7. Oprah Winfrey
8. Sittung Bull
9. Marilyn Monroe
10. The Statue of Liberty

In Lesson 1 we meet Anja and John. They discuss their trip to the U.S.
In Lesson 2 Anja calls a travel agency to book a rental car and accommodation.
In Lesson 3 John tries to describe his family to Anja.
In Lesson 4 Anja smuggles ham through U.S. immigration.
In Lesson 5 Rosie talks about her plans to downsize.
In Lesson 6 Anja helps Rosie with the Thanksgiving preparations.
In Lesson 7 John takes Anja to an Amish community.
In Lesson 8 John and Anja visit Kate and find out about her engagement.
In Lesson 9 John and Anja go to the Grand Canyon.
In Lesson 10 Anja and John visit a Native Indian reservation.
In Lesson 11 Anja and John go to Las Vegas and the casino.
In Lesson 12 John and Anja talk about their day in Los Angeles.
In Lesson 13 Anja tells Rosie about her and John‘s day in New York.
In Lesson 14 Anja and John fly home and talk about their time in the U.S.
In Lesson 15 Anja describes what she wants in her new house.

? ?? ?
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Brain

Heart

Lungs

Eye

Nose

Ankle

Mouth

Ear

Tongue

